**Extensions - Task #3264**

**Sort Tag labels**

2020-07-15 13:55 - Andreas Kainz

| Status:  | New          |
| Priority: | Normal       |
| Assignee: | Christian Lohmaier |
| Category: |             |
| Target version: | Q1/2021 |

| Start date: | Due date:  |
| % Done:     | 2021-03-21 |

**Description**

It would be nice if we can change the arrangement of the tags. Now the tags are sorted according when an label was added to the extension webpage.

I would prefer the following arrangement:

- Documentation
- Extensions
- Templates
- Writer
- Documents
- Calc
- Spreadsheet
- Impress
- Presentations
- Draw
- Drawings
- Base
- Database
- Math
- Business
- Education
- Gallery
- Color Paletts
- Icons
- Fun

**History**

#1 - 2020-07-16 19:06 - Jean-Francois Nifenecker

Hi,

I'd prefer the tags to be alphabetically sorted. Much easier to browse.

#2 - 2020-07-17 10:26 - Heiko Tietze

- Subject changed from Arrange Tag labels to Sort Tag labels
- Assignee set to Christian Lohmaier

rdm#3229 asks for these top-level categories. Don't think a further special arrangement makes sense (keep in mind that somehow the position needs to be assigned to the tag itself).

But some sorting of the tags sounds like a plan, either via count (the tag with most extensions comes first) or per name (Aardvarks...Zyxl). Would also prefer the alphabetically order.

#3 - 2020-07-17 10:33 - Andreas Kainz

+1 for alphabetic

and + 100 for rdm#3229 top level tags.

#4 - 2020-11-25 11:42 - Christian Lohmaier
alphabetic is problematic when it comes to translations - or are we OK with having labels in different order depending on site language?

#5 - 2020-11-25 11:50 - Andreas Kainz
Christian Lohmaier wrote:

alphabetic is problematic when it comes to translations - or are we OK with having labels in different order depending on site language?

That's ok, but there is also rdm#3229

#6 - 2021-02-09 22:23 - Christian Lohmaier
- Due date set to 2021-03-21
- Target version set to Q1/2021

not convinced about alphabetical sorting, but there'll be some kind of system, either by number of assigned extensions or indeed alphabetically.. Need to play with that a bit...